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 Over the last few weeks it has really hit home how many movies 

are coming out that are based off of a book.  Maybe this has been going on 

for a long time now but to me it just seems to be a lot more common lately.  

In the last two weeks I know I have helped a student pick out a book and 

have to quickly return it to the shelf because it is a movie.  In the time I 

wrote this article there probably has been five more books that have been 

made into a movie.  Here are some movies that are coming out in the near 

future that are based off of a book.  Please grab the book and read it before 

you watch it.  Let your imagination make the movie. 

Divergent by Veronica Roth release date (3/21/14) 

The Fault in Our Stars by John Green release date (6/6/14) 

The Giver by Lois Lowry release date (8/15/14) 

Dark Places by Gillian Flynn release date (9/1/14) 

The Maze Runner by James Dashner release date (9/19/14) 

Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn release date (10/3/14) 

Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand release date (12/25/14) 

Ryan Krabbe~ 

Every month SADD groups from across the country focus on one particular phrase or word 

for the month. For the month of March, the key item that SADD groups across the nation 

will focus on is inhalants and poison use. The month of March is 

known as National Inhalants and Poison month. Now one may ask the 

question what falls under the category of an inhalant. An inhalant 

ranges from a aerosol sprays, to gasoline and even cooking spray. The 

average citizen of the United States encounters an inhalant multi-

ple times throughout a normal day. Intentionally or not, the person 

that encounters the inhalant is more than likely breathing in the 

fumes produced by the inhalant whether that is preparing a meal with cooking spray, or clean-

ing up a mess in the living room with carpet stain remover. However, more people than ever are intentionally using 

inhalants nowadays. Inhalants are relatively easy to get and they are cheaper than the average drug which would get 

one high. The primary goal that an inhalant user wants to achieve is getting high and they can do that relatively 

achieve that easily and with little cost with inhalants. To stop inhalant use or at least to limit the use of inhalants an 

older guardian must counsel their kid at a young age and warn them about the dangers that inhalants can bring upon 

them over time. Inhalants are a serious problem around 

these areas and the whole world in gen- eral. Our SADD 

group at LHS will take the mandatory steps needed to en-

sure that the rate of using inhalants steadily decreases 

over time. 
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Kayla Throne~ Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater is a great book to read this 

month for Book-A-Month! It’s about a girl named Grace who falls in love with 

a wolf. The story can be very deceiv- ing and it really pulls 

you in with the many twists and turns of the book. The 

story about their love is very diffi- cult and the seasons 

determine their relationship. Come in the library and 

check this book out to see what happens to Sam, the 

wolf, when winter roles around.  

Shelby O’Brian~ Need something to do? Do 

you feel like you’ve been stuck in your 

house with absolutely nothing to do but 

stare at a wall? Here is an idea! Check out 

all the of different recipe books in your 

High School Library. There is a wide range 

of options from cooking a five course meal 

to just a plain dessert.  Find something 

that interest you and give it a try. Even 

have your family try these wonderful reci-

pes, but whatever you do don’t be a stick in 

the mud. Have some fun!! 

 

Kayla’s Recommendation 

Lauren Diamond~ 

The book I am recommending this book is The Great Gatsby. I’m 

sure many people have read it already, but it is one of my all time favorite 

books. The plot line is phenomenal; and for me, it felt like there was never a 

dull moment. The scene is set in the roaring 20’s, and everyone is partying 

because it is the time of the prohibition. It is the story about a man named 

Gatsby, and his struggles with the love of his life Daisy. I can’t say too 

much about it, without giving away the whole book. So I suggest that if you 

have not read it already, you definitely should!  

Diamond in the Rough 

Shelby’s Spot 

"“Without 

libraries what 

have we? We have 

no past and no 

future.”   

Ray Bradbury 
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Noah’s Work 

Noah Wright~ As I work in the 

library 8th hour I get to look at 

a lot of books.  I would like to 

recommend the Diary of the 

Wimpy Kid book.  This book is 

cartoonish and is about school.  

I really like this book because 

it is a cartoon book and it is 

very easy to follow and read. 

 



Chamberlain’s Sport Books 

Austin Chamberlain~Sophomore Liam Bergstrom was tall and lengthy, just 

what the basketball team at his new school needed. He wasn’t a very good bas-

ketball player though. The only reason he made the team was because he was 

tall. He’s replacing an injured senior who was one of the team’s leaders. But he 

now has to listen to his new coach and play the way the coach plays. So come in 

and pick up a copy of Box Out by John Coy today. 

 

Andrew Thomas~Steve Jobs revolu-

tion the technology world. Chances 

are, you have an iPhone in your 

pocket locker right now. But the man 

was much more complicated than Siri 

can tell you about. The Library is 

proud to house all the Steve Jobs 

things you want to know at 338.7. 

Happy reading! 

 

 

Austin Bryant ~Intriguing book: Charlie Ashanti 

a young brave boy helps a lions escape the circus ship and secretly travel by train all 

the way from Paris to Venice.  But his journey has only jus begun! How will Charlie get 

himself and his feline friends out of the palace that was meant to be a haven but now 

feels more like a prison! How can he find his kidnapped parents? Luckily a new ally has 

come on the scene the lion trainer Maccomo. So sink your claws back into the spell 

blinding tale of lionboy.  

 

Bryant’s Suggestions 

Andrew’s Non-Fiction 

"Libraries allow 

children to ask 

questions about the 

world and find the 

answers. And the 

wonderful thing is 

that once a child 

learns to use a 

library, the doors to 

learning are always 

open.” 

Laura Bush 
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Panther Pages:  What brings you to the 

library more often? 

Abbe Stevenson:  When there isn’t any-

thing important going on during class I 

go to the library to kill some time. 

 

PP:What is your favorite thing about 

the library? 

AS: It’s always a fun place to be; you 

can always have fun 

 

PP:What do you think about the selec-

tion of books in the library? 

AS:  well stocked 

 

PP:What do you do most here in the li-

brary? 

AS:  Eat lunch and talk with Mr. Coop 

 

PP:Does the library suit your needs? 

AS:  Most definitely! 

Interview with a Patron 



The Library’s webpage offers 
a lot of different helpful 
links and other helpful 
items such as, Forms, 

Calendars, Photo Albums, 
and Files.  Any student can log onto the 
Library’s website from any computer home or at school.  
When visiting the website one will be able search the LHS/
LMS Inventory—look at newspapers online and even find 
websites to help with homework.  Ever wonder how to cite a 
paper—there is a link there also 

Contact: Jason Cooper 

217-324-3955 (3180) 

jcooper@litchfieldpanthers.org 

Litchfield High & Middle School Library 

LHS/LMS Library is always looking for book 
suggestion.  If you know of a good book or have read a 
good book and would like to recommend one, stop in the 
library and tell a library worker.  You can also fill out 
a book suggestion form, located on the library website 

Movies Based On Books 

http://

litchfield.il.lch.schoolinsites.com

/?PageName=%27Library%27 

Emily Lance ~One the most popular books cur-

rently is The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. This 

book follows the live of a girl named Hazel as she suf-

fers and fights through Stage IV cancer. A new mira-

cle medicine has given Hazel a few more years but as 

her life ticks away she continues to live her life to the 

best of her ability. This book is said to be honest and 

hilarious yet saddening. I think this will be a wonder-

ful movie when it comes out June 

6th of this year. I recommend eve-

ryone read the book and go see 

this heartfelt movie that will 

surely be a love of many. 

 

 

Panther Pages:  What brings you to the library more of-

ten? 

Chris Payne:  Peace and quite 

 

PP: What is your favorite thing about the library? 

CP:  Simply the quite atmosphere and the relative soli-

tude. 

 

PP: What do you think about the selection of books in the 

library? 

CP:  Honestly, I really don’t pay no mind to the book se-

lection but it does seem fine. 

 

PP: What do you do most here in the library? 

CP:  I simply use the computer to browse the net to kill 

time. 

 
PP: Does the library suit your needs? 

CP:  Yeah most of the time! 

Interview with a Patron 
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